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Let 1 be a distance-regular graph of diameter at least three. Suppose 1 is
Q-polynomial with respect to distinct eigenvalues % and  of 1. We calculate the
kite number f2 j (x, y, z) from the intersection numbers of 1 and the dual eigenvalues
to % and . This implies that the kite numbers fij (x, y, z) are independent of the
vertices x, y, z. We use this result to show that the vertex neighborhood graphs of
1 are strongly regular and we calculate the parameters of these graphs from the kite
numbers f2 j and the intersection numbers of 1.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
If 1 is a distance-regular graph which is Q-polynomial with respect to
some eigenvalue %, and the eigenvalues of 1 are not all integers, then 1 is
Q-polynomial with respect to an eigenvalue {% [1, p. 360]. Since the
existence of a single Q-polynomial structure gives us regularity conditions
on 1 [46], we expect that the interaction of two Q-polynomial structures
will give us extra regularity conditions. In this paper we give one such extra
condition on 1.
We find in Corollary 2.5 that the vertex neighborhoods of such 1 must all
be strongly regular, and we calculate the parameters of these neighborhood
graphs. This is accomplished by applying Theorem 2.3, which allows us to
count the 4-tuples in 1 which form kites. Kites are defined in Section 1.2.
1.1. Dual Eigenvalues
Let 1=(X, R) be a distance-regular graph with diameter d2, vertex
set X, and edge set R. Let 1 have intersection numbers phij , 0h, i, jd,
and distance matrices A0 , ..., Ad . We abbreviate ai=pii1 , bi=p
i
i+1, 1 , and
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ci=pii&1, 1 , with c0=bd=0. Then a0=0, c1=1, 1 is regular of degree
k=b0 , and
k=ci+ai+bi , 0id, (1)
[2, p. 126].
Let % be any eigenvalue of 1, and let E be the associated primitive idem-
potent. The dual eigenvalues %0*, ..., %d* to % are defined by
E=
1
|X|
:
d
i=0
%i*Ai . (2)
These scalars satisfy the recurrence relation
%%i*=ci %*i&1+ai %i*+bi %*i+1 , 0id, (3)
where %*&1 and %*d+1 are indeterminants [2, p. 128]. Also, %0* is equal to the
multiplicity of % as an eigenvalue of 1 [1, p. 62]; in particular, %0*{0.
A number of useful identities follow from (3). If we set i=0 in (3) then,
recalling that c0=0, a0=0, and b0=k, we have
%%0*=k%1*. (4)
If we set i=1 in (3) then, recalling that c1=1 and applying (1), we have
%%1*=%0*+(k&b1&1)%1*+b1 %2*. (5)
Whenever %{k, by (4) we have %0*{%1*, and we can combine (4) and (5)
to obtain
%=b1
%1*&%2*
%0*&%1*
&1. (6)
Suppose 1 is Q-polynomial with respect to %. Then %0* , ..., %d* are dis-
tinct, and (6) holds [2, p. 235]. This fact will be useful in the proof of
Theorem 2.3. In addition, there are closed form expressions for %0*, ..., %d*;
see [1, pp. 263274 or 4, pp. 712].
For further introduction to this material, see [1, 2, or 4].
1.2. Kite Numbers
Let 1=(X, R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter d2. By a kite
of length i and width j we mean a 4-tuple x, y, z, w # X such that
(i) The vertices x, y, z, w # X are distinct.
(ii) (x, y)=1, (x, z)=1, and (y, z)= j.
(iii) (x, w)=i, (y, w)=i&1, and (z, w)=i&1.
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We say that the 3-tuple x, y, z is the base of the kite x, y, z, w. By (i), we
have 1 j2 and 2id.
If x, y, z # X have (x, y)=(x, z)=1, then for 2id define the kite
numbers fi (x, y, z) by
fi (x, y, z)=
1
p1i, i&1
|[w # X | x, y, z, w is a kite of length i]|&1. (7)
Observe that there are p1i, i&1( fi (x, y, z)+1) kites of length i and base
x, y, z.
We show in Theorem 2.3 that in a twice Q-polynomial distance regular
graph, the kite numbers fi (x, y, z) depend only on i and on (y, z). In this
case, we will write fij for fi (x, y, z), where j=(y, z).
2. RESULTS
2.1. Theorem (Terwilliger [3]). Let 1=(X, R) be a distance-regular
graph of diameter d3, and suppose 1 is Q-polynomial with respect to
an eigenvalue %. Suppose x, y, z # X have (x, y)=(x, z)=1, and let
j=(y, z). Then the kite numbers fi (x, y, z) satisfy the relation
fi (x, y, z)=:i (%) f2(x, y, z)+#ij (%), 2id, (8)
where
:i (%)=
(%1*&%2*)(%0*+%1*&%*i&1&%i*)
(%0*&%2*)(%*i&1&%i*)
, (9)
#i1(%)=
%1*&%*i&1
%*i&1&%i*
, (10)
#i2(%)=
bi (%i*&%*i+1)
b1(%*i&1&%i*)
&
b2(%2*&%3*)(%0*+%1*&%*i&1&%i*)
b1(%0*&%2*)(%*i&1&%i*)
(11)
+
(%0*&%2*)(%1*&%*i&1)
(%0*&%1*)(%*i&1&%i*)
,
and where %0* , ..., %d* are the dual eigenvalues to %.
2.2. Note. In Terwilliger’s notation, fi is ei&1 and #i1(%) is ;i (%)+
:i (%)&1. We have extended the result to the kites of width 2 by calculating
#i2(%) in a manner completely analogous to Terwilliger’s calculation of
;i (%).
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2.3. Theorem. Let 1=(X, R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter
d3. Suppose 1 is Q-polynomial with respect to distinct eigenvalues % and
, and suppose the intersection number a1 is nonzero. Then, referring to (9),
(10), (11),
(i) :3(%){:3().
(ii) For x, y, z # X with (x, y)=(x, z)=1, let j=(y, z); then
f2(x, y, z)=
#3 j ()&#3 j (%)
:3(%)&:3()
. (12)
(iii) The kite numbers fi (x, y, z) depend only on i and on (y, z); we
will write fij for fi(x, y, z), where j=(y, z).
Proof. Fix x, y, z # X with (x, y)=(x, z)=1, and let j=(y, z).
Theorem 2.1 holds both with respect to % and with respect to , so that the
relation (8) let us write f3(x, y, z) in two ways. Equating the two expres-
sions for f3(x, y, z), we obtain
:3(%) f2(x, y, z)+#3 j (%)=:3() f2(x, y, z)+#3 j (). (13)
(i) Because a1 is not zero, we can choose x, y, z above so that j=1.
This gives us
:3(%) f2(x, y, z)+#31(%)=:3() f2(x, y, z)+#31(). (14)
We are to show that :3(%){:3(). If we suppose that :3(%)=:3(), then
#31(%)=#31() by (14). We will now show that % is determined by :3(%)
and #31(%); since  is then determined in the same way by :3() and
#31(), we will have %=, for a contradiction.
By expanding the definitions (9), (10) of :3(%) and #31(%) we have
:3(%)&#31(%)=
(%1*&%2*)(%1*&%3*)
(%0*&%2*)(%2*&%3*)
, (15)
2#31(%)&:3(%)+1=
(%0*&%1*)(%1*&%3*)
(%0*&%2*)(%2*&%3*)
. (16)
Since the dual eigenvalues %0*, ..., %d* are distinct, the expression on the left
in (16) is not zero. This allows us to write
:3(%)&#31(%)
2#31(%)&:3(%)+1
=
%1*&%2*
%0*&%1*
. (17)
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Combining (17) with the identity (6), we have
%=b1
:3(%)&#31(%)
2#31(%)&:3(%)+1
&1. (18)
Now % is determined by :3(%) and #31(%), as desired, and :3(%){:3().
(ii) By (i), we have :3(%){:3(), and we can solve Eq. (13) for
f2(x, y, z). This gives us (12), as desired.
(iii) By Eq. (12), f2(x, y, z) depends only on j. By applying
Theorem 2.1 with respect to, say %, we can calculate fi (x, y, z) from
f2(x, y, z) using only :i (%) and #ij (%). For each i, fi (x, y, z) now depends
only on j, as desired. K
2.4. Strong Regularity
We say that a graph 1 is strongly regular with parameters (k, *, +) if 1
is regular of degree k, adjacent vertices of 1 have * common neighbors, and
nonadjacent vertices of 1 have + common neighbors.
2.5. Corollary. Let 1=(X, R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter
d3. Fix a vertex x # X, and let 1x=(Y, S) be the subgraph of 1 induced
on the set of vertices YX which are adjacent to x. Suppose 1 is
Q-polynomial with respect to distinct eigenvalues % and . Then 1x is strongly
regular, with no edges if a1 is zero, and with parameters
(a1 , a1&b1( f21+1)&1, c2&b1( f22+1)&1) (19)
if a1 is not zero. Here f21 and f22 are kite numbers, abbreviated as in
Theorem 2.3.
Proof. If the intersection number a1 of 1 is zero, then the graph 1x has
no edges and is trivially strongly regular. So we suppose a1{0, and
Theorem 2.3 applies
The vertex neighborhoods of any distance-regular graph will be regular
of degree a1 , so that 1x is regular of degree a1 as desired.
Now fix distinct vertices y, z # Y, and let j=(y, z). Then y and z have
p j11 common neighbors in X. Of these, one is x. Also, some will be at dis-
tance two from x. These form kites of length 2, width j, and base x, y, z.
Since, by definition of the kite numbers, there are p121( f2 j+1) such kites,
this must be the number of vertices which are common neighbors of y and
z and are at distance 2 from x. This leaves p j11&p
1
21( f2 j+1)&1 common
neighbors of y and z which are in Y.
If y and z are adjacent in 1x , then j=1 and y and z have
a1&b1( f21+1)&1 common neighbors in Y, as desired. If y and z are not
adjacent in 1x , then j=2 and y and z have c2&b1( f22+1)&1 common
neighbors in Y, again as desired. K
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